847.245.8801

Happy Hour, Inc.
P.O. Box 118
Antioch, IL 60002

HappyHour5pm.com
Fax: 224.788.9402
Email: sales@HappyHour5pm.com

TERMS OF TRADE

PAYMENT TERMS
All Major Credit Cards are accepted. Net 30 day terms are available, based on credit approval.

SHIPPING
Shipments are FOB Antioch, IL. Unless a specific shipping company is designated by the customer, Happy Hour will ship the fastest and least expensive method possible. If we prepay the freight, our cost will be added to the invoice. All case packs are UPS or FedEx approved carton sizes. Happy Hour will combine small case packs into larger boxes to save on shipping.

MINIMUM ORDER
There is a $150 initial order minimum for Happy Hour. There is no minimum on ensuing orders, only that full case packs are purchased.

NEW ACCOUNTS
To establish credit, please send 3 current trade references and a bank reference along with your billing and shipping addresses. Please include your Federal ID number (EIN) or reseller number. Or ask us to supply a Happy Hour Credit Application form.

WARRANTY
All Happy Hour, Inc. products are warranted from manufacturer’s defects for one year from the date of purchase. Contact Happy Hour for any defective claim. To improve quality and value, we may occasionally make enhancements or modifications to our products. As a result, features or pictures in this catalog may have minor differences from the products we ship. Prices are subject to change without notice.

ON-LINE ORDERING
Register to set up an account on our web site to see pricing and availability of our items. Registration will also allow for on-line orders to be placed and expedited through our order system.

TARIFF IMPACT
As everyone is well aware, many China sourced products are subject to 10% additional duty effective in September 2018. On January 1, 2019 these tariffs may increase to 25%. At the time of printing this catalog, Happy Hour has worked hard to maintain our current prices. However, it is quite possible that at some point we will need to have a price increase on the impacted items.

Happy Hour is striving to minimize the impact to our customers as much as possible. We are looking at alternative manufacturing locations and are evaluating other options that would minimize any future increases. We will continue to closely monitor tariffs as things change and will adjust as a company accordingly. Thank you for your business and continued support.
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Why the Corker is Better
- Aerates as you pour drip-free; no need to let the bottle breathe.
- Leak-proof; store wine spill-proof on side in refrigerator; resealable.
- Fits all size natural corked wine, plus many other corked liqueurs, single malt scotch, vinegar and oil bottles.
- Filters out cork residue (from bad cork pulls) and sediment.
- Retains effervescence of champagne for up to four days under refrigeration.
- Dishwasher safe.
- FDA approved material.

How Haley’s Corker Can Increase Your Sales
- Use to pour wine at in-store events.
- Display in several departments to increase sales.
- Place pop-up display at checkout for impulse sales.
- Gift basket.
- Hostess gift.
- Stocking stuffer.
- Perfect for summer boating and picnics, too.

Pop-Up Display
- 36 pieces packed into a countertop display. Case Pack 1 countertop display

Item #30050 – Black
Item #30054 – Blue
Item #30056 – Burgundy
Item #30057 – Pink
Item #30058 – Red
Item #30059 - Assorted Colors
Item #30055 – Green Screw Top

Item #30040 – Clamshell Case Pack 12
Item #30045 – Clamshell for Screw Top Bottles Case Pack 12
Insulated Wine Purses
All New Designs! Each Wine Purse comes with a Decorative Bottle Stopper!

Item #48300 – Striped

Item #48310 – Black Croc

Item #48320 – Red Croc

Item #48330 – Leopard

Item #48340 – White Marble

Item #48350 – Cork

Case Pack 2

NEW LOW PRICES!
Item #48360 – Pink Stud

Item #48370 – Champagne Glitter

Item #48380 – Confetti Glitter

Item #48390 – Pink Glitter

Item #48400 – Black/Gold Reversible Glitter

Item #48430 – Turquoise
Wood Plaques

Case Pack 6
2 per design

- Signs are 16” long and 4” tall
- Hang on a wall or stand up to display

Item #12010 – 90% Chance of Wine

Item #12020 – Wine Flies

Item #12030 – WINE Favorite Four Letter

Item #12040 – Sip Happens

Item #12050 – Diamonds

Item #12060 – Coffee

Item #12070 – Midday Wine

Item #12080 – Wine Happy Place

Item #12090 – Days End In Y

Item #12100 – Love and Wine
Item #12110 – I’m Outdoorsy...

Item #12120 – Happiness is a State of Wine

Item #12290 – Dance

Item #12130 – Love the Wine You’re With

Item #12150 – If They Put More Wine in a Bottle...

Item #12140 – I Would Exercise

Item #12170 – Ever Feel Like...

Item #12160 – I Got a Case of Wine...

Item #12190 – Sometimes I Drink...

Item #12180 – Lord Give me Coffee...

Item #12200 – Therapists

Case Pack 6
2 per design

• Signs are 16” long and 4” tall
• Hang on a wall or stand up to display
Wine… Because It’s Not Good to Keep Things Bottled Up

I GAVE UP WINE ONCE. IT WAS THE WORST DAY OF MY LIFE.

I make Wine Disappear. What’s Your Super Power?

CAN’T STOP DRINKING ABOUT YOU

Item #12210 – Sparkling

Item #12220 – Champagne Nights

Item #12230 – Bottled Up

Item #12240 – Seven Days Without Wine

Item #12250 – Gave Up Wine Once

We love the nights we can’t remember with friends we won’t forget!

Item #12260 – Love the Nights

Item #12270 – Super Power

Item #12280 – Can’t Stop Drinking

Item #12290 – Love the Nights

Item #12291 – Can’t Stop Drinking

Item #59039 – Vintage Metal Sign, 13” x 13”
Case Pack 6
All of the Barrel Art items are made from experienced Wine Barrels. These beautiful Hand-Made pieces will dress any home.

Item #43001 – Barrel Head Lazy Susan
Case Pack 1

Item #43003 – 3 Votive Candle Wall Sconce
Case Pack 1

Item #43002 – Wine Caddy
Case Pack 4

Item #43011 – Sailboat Wall Art
Case Pack 1
Decanters

Serve your signature wines with contemporary flair. Our decanters are the perfect vessel for aerating wine, which releases aromatic compounds to improve wine’s taste and smell.

Item #11050 – Wine Decanter
Case Pack 4

Item #11051 – Blown Glass Decanter
Case Pack 6

Item #11052 – Deluxe Decanter
Case Pack 6

Item #25490 – Giara Bottle (1 Liter)
- Includes stopper to seal bottle
- Excellent for use with beverages, oil and vinegar and more
Case Pack 6
Wine Glasses

Jeweled Wine Glasses
18oz
Case Pack 4

Jeweled Wine Glasses – Stemless
20 oz
Case Pack 4

Bormio Rocco Glassware
- Made in Italy
- Soda Lime Glass
- Pulled Stem
- Dishwasher Safe
Case Pack 6 sets

White Wine Glasses
(14.5 oz)
Item #25420
• Gift Box of 4

Red Wine Glasses
(17 oz)
Item #25410
• Gift Box of 4

Champagne Flutes
(7 oz)
Item #25430
• Gift Box of 4
What a great way to enjoy a glass of wine but in one of our hand painted wine glasses!

Case Pack 8

Item #11061 – Kiss My Glass
Item #11062 – Wine Me Up and Watch Me Go
Item #11044 – I Tried to Exercise
Item #11063 – Instant Diva ... Just Add Water
Item #11064 – Wine Snob

Celebrate in style with this Hand Painted Wine Glass!

Item #52038 – It’s 5:00 Somewhere
Case Pack 4

Item #11033 – Mr. and Mrs. Champagne Glasses (Set of 2)
Case Pack 6

Item #11055 - Hand Painted “Babe” Series
Case Pack 12 (4 Assorted)

Item #30077 – “Day’s Pour” Wine Glass
Case Pack 6

Item #21515 - Ring Wine Glass – Gold
Item #21309 – Ring Wine Glass - Silver
Case Pack 6
Wine Glass Stopper Sets
Case Pack 4

Item #21772 – Golden Pineapple Set
Item #21773 – Kittens & Wine Set
Item #21514 – Wine Goes with Anything I Wear Set
Item #21516 – Rosé All Day Set

Item #21629 – Flamingo “Find the Right Balance”
Item #21739 – Wine Served All Day

Item #21879 – Mommy’s Turn to Wine
Item #21745 – Drink Local

Pint Glass and Bottle Opener
Item #21883 – Drink Local
Case Pack 4
Ever Drinkware glasses are among the most inventive drinking vessels in the market. Our futuristic and ergonomic design is like our signature for each piece and provides built-in comfort. Using state of the art polymers that can withstand heat, shattering, and bending; these glasses are everlasting, can go everywhere, and will be the ones you prefer to drink from every time. They use a new breakthrough polymer called Tritan™ which has been approved by the FDA. They are Shatterproof, BPA-Free, Dishwasher Safe, Flexible and Recyclable.

Customization Available

4 Pack Assorted

Item #22501 – Wine Glass Case Pack 6
Item #22502 – Champagne Glass Case Pack 6
Item #22503 – Beer Glass Case Pack 6
Item #22504 – White Wine/Cocktail Glass Case Pack 6

2 Pack Set

Item #15310 – Pink Flamingo
Item #15280 – Green Palm Tree
Item #15327 – Turquoise Sea Turtle
Item #15327 – Blue Anchor

Item #15235 – Sili-Wraps - Silicone Wrapped Glasses, 18.5oz
Set of 4
Case Pack 6 sets

Item #15938 – Americana Silicone Drinkware
Set of 4
Case Pack 6 sets

Item #15754 – Pastel Silicone Drinkware
Set of 4
Case Pack 6 sets
Item #10025 – Double Walled Plastic Wine Tumblers
Set of 4
Case Pack 8

HAPPY HOUR Wine and Beverage Accessories

Vingo Wine Tumblers
Case Pack 4

#22117 – Mommy’s Sippy Cup
#22118 – Grandma’s Sippy Cup
#22123 – Wine Flies...
#22116 – You Had Me at Merlot
#22111 – Drink Up...

#22114 – Why Limit Happy to an Hour...
#22115 – Step Aside Water...

#22200 – Beer Buddy
#22100 – Vingo

Item #22000 – Ever Drinkware Double-Wall Insulated Tumbler with Lid
• Customization Available
Case Pack 12
Team Sport Glassware

Sit back and drink your wine or beverage with your favorite team’s glass as you cheer them on to victory!

Available for NFL, MLB and NHL. Check our website for a complete list of the teams that we carry.

Game Day Wine Glass, 12oz
Case Pack 12

Game Day Pint Glass, 16oz
Case Pack 12

Game Day Shot Glass, 2oz
Case Pack 12

Curved Beverage Glass, 16oz
Case Pack 12

Etched Balloon Wine Glass, 20oz
Case Pack 12

Plastic Shot Glass, 2oz
Case Pack 20
Available for NFL, MLB and NHL. Check our website for a complete list of the teams that we carry.

Bam Vino Wine Bottle Holder
Case Pack 4

Bottle Opener Key Ring
Case Pack 12

Tervis Stemless Wine Glass, 9oz
Case Pack 4

Tervis Stemmed Wine Glass, 9oz
Case Pack 4

Customization Available.
Cork Cages
Collect and Display wine corks in these stylish Cages and Shadow Boxes

Item #25753 – Sea Creature Cork Savers
Case Pack 6 assorted

Item #25930 – Sea Life Cork Savers
Case Pack 4 assorted

Item #30217 – Shadow Box
Case Pack 8 assorted

Item #30037 – His & Hers Beer Cap/Wine Cork Keeper
Case Pack 4
Item #40000 – Wine Cork Traps
- Available in all 50 States, Wine Glass and USA.
Case Pack 3

Item #40001 – Beer Cap Traps
- Available in all 50 States, Beer Mug and USA.
Case Pack 3
Dip Mixes

Case Pack 12
Buy 12 Get 1 Free for Sampling

Creamy Dip Mixes

Item #70001 – Chipotle Chive Dip
A zesty pairing of chipotle and other pepper spices with cumin and chive. Create a crusted salmon filet to remember.

Item #70002 – Cucumber Dill Dip
A perfect fusion of flavors to use on chips, raw cut-up vegetables, on smoked salmon or shrimp. Add to homemade bread to give them something exotic.

Item #70003 – Curry Masala Dip
Add a taste of India with this combination of eastern and Asian spices. Add to cubed chicken to make Chicken Tikka Kabobs. Why not treat yourself to a taste of the exotic!

Item #70004 – Fiesta Salsa Dip
A unique infusion of the savory Southwest with the aromatic complexity of the California Coast. Refreshing and alive, but never overpowering. Bring festive to salsa, guacamole, a brochette, omelets, rice or as a marinade.

Olive Oil Dip Mixes

Item #70011 – Garlic Parsley Pimento Dip
Let the flavors of garlic fused with pimento bring out the best in your fettuccine or serve with your favorite breads as an unforgettable olive oil dip.

Item #70012 – Sun-Dried Tomato Asiago Herb Dip
An Italian spice blend like no other. Toss with pasta or salads. Create a Sun-dried Tomato Seafood Marinara just because you can. Makes an olive oil dip that you will love.

All natural ingredients, low sodium, low sugar, no MSG, and gluten free. Acrylic displays available to showcase the attractive packaging. A recipe is printed on each individual package for great cooking, serving ideas.
Item #70005 – Smoked Asparagus
A beautiful smoked sea salt mixed with asparagus and other natural ingredients. Adds that subtle Smokey flavor to a turkey breast for a Sunday dinner that won’t be forgotten.

Item #70006 – Jalapeno Lemongrass Dip
Add a little heat to your next grilled tenderloin with this natural blend of Jalapeno and Lemongrass. Mix this blend up as a dip and spice up your next dinner party.

Item #70007 – Sun-Dried Tomato Horseradish
Spicy goodness, Horseradish heat and the sweet flavor of sun-dried tomatoes. Spice up your sandwich and give your lunch a kick. Add to soup or stew. Use as marinade or as a salad dressing.

Item #70008 – Wasabi Ginger Dip
Add a lively Asian accent to sushi, veggies, cold-cuts and seafood. Makes a great Grilled Wasabi Ginger Tuna!

Item #70013 – Thai Ginger Garlic Shrimp Dip
Bring the flavors of the east to your dinner table with this Thai blend of coconut, lemongrass and shrimp. Create a Chicken Penang Curry that your friends won’t stop talking about.

Item #70014 – Tarragon Truffle Dip
Treat yourself to the rich taste of tarragon and truffles! Toss with pasta or mix with olive oil for a divine bread dip. Great as a marinade.
Counter Art
Glass Serving Accessories

Item #87661 –
Divine Wine Ceramic Coaster
• Set of 4
Case Pack 6

Item #89649 –
Wine Time Tumbled Coasters
• Set of 4
Case Pack 6

Item #22761 –
Divine Wine Glass Counter Saver
16” x 12”
Case Pack 6

Lazy Susan

Item #23949 –
Wine Time Glass Lazy Susan
13” diameter
Case Pack 6

Item #29449 –
Wine Time Glass Cheese Servers
• Includes cheese spreader.
Case Pack 6

Item #54749 –
Wine Time Ceramic Dip Chiller
• Two pieces
• Bottom part holds ice
Case Pack 4

Item #23139 –
Wine Tasting Placemats 2 sided
• 24 per set
Case Pack 4
Brie Bakers are made of durable ceramic glass that can go right from the oven to the table. A stainless steel cheese knife is included.

- Item #21902 – Cream
- Item #21904 – Red
- Item #21907 – Black

Oil and Vinegar Bottles

- Includes a Pourer
- Holds 375ml
- Made in USA

Square Bottle
Item #23103

Round Bottle
Item #23104

Case Pack 4
Kay Dee Designs
Wine Theme Towels

Case Pack 6 per design

Waffle Weave Embroidered
Item #30723 – Wine Way
Item #30728 – Live Laugh Wine

Flour Sack with Decorative Glitter and Tassels
Item #38582 – Bring the Wine
Item #38583 – Love Wine
Item #38584 – Pour Decisions

Flour Sack
Item #38534 – Wine Tasting
Item #38530 – Lost Corkscrew

Item #38343 – Reversible Embossed Microfiber Drying Mat
Case Pack 3

100% Cotton Printed
Item #32011 – Glasses
Item #32012 – Awesome
Item #32013 – Pour Decisions

Customization Available
Minimum Custom order 36 pieces
Wine Totes

Cushioned sides of carrier insulates and secures bottles. Perfect for boats, RVs and picnics.

Cork Drink Purse with Bladder – Item #28910
Case Pack 6

The Drink Purse is very fashionable to carry. Take and enjoy wine or other favorite beverage anywhere. The Reusable Bladder easily fits 3 liters.

Single Bottle Neoprene Bags
Case Pack 4

Item #22306 – Houndstooth
Item #22302 – True Blue
Item #22318 – Florescent Green
Item #22316 – Burgundy
Item #22319 – Purple
Item #22309 – Cork

Two Bottle Neoprene Bags
Case Pack 4

Item #22326 – Houndstooth
Item #22322 – True Blue
Item #22338 – Florescent Green
Item #22336 – Burgundy
Item #22339 – Purple
Item #22329 – Cork

Single Bottle Neoprene Bags
Case Pack 4

Item #28911 – Houndstooth
Item #28913 – True Blue
Item #28915 – Florescent Green
Item #28914 – Burgundy
Item #28917 – Purple
Item #28912 – Cork

Bottle Hoodies
Item #31104 – Grey
Item #31106 – Blue
Case Pack 6

Canvas Wine Tote
Item #20464
Case Pack 8

Jute 2 Bottle Wine Tote
Item #30175
Case Pack 4

Jute Wine Tote
Item #30183
Case Pack 6 (3 Assorted)
Wine Glass Shades

Translucent Wine Glass Shades will dress up any dinner table. Each pack contains 6 shades, 2 of each style shown.

Set of 6 in each pack
Case Pack 6

Item #23625 – Wine Not?

Item #23124 – Manhattan

Item #23129 – Paris

Item #23590 – Red Grapes

Item #23138 – Vienna Silver

Item #23544 – Athens River Blue

Item #23140 – Nantucket Poppy Red

Item #23239 – Napa Parchment

Item #23262 – Tuscany – for Red Wine Glasses
Item #23102 – His Tux Black – for Champagne Flutes

Item #23114 – LED Bottle Light
Case Pack 4

Bevlites - Beverage Candle Holders
A Celebration in Every Glass!
Includes a set of 3 candles and floating candle holders.

Item #51001
Case Pack 12 packs of 3
Tap and Seal 4 Pack
- Made with food-safe silicone
- Suctions to glass
- Protects drink
- Maintains drink temperature longer
- Serves as drink marker

Item #41010
Case Pack 12

Wine 4 Pack
- Made with silicone and stainless steel screen
- Gently grips rim
- Allows wine to breathe
- Protects wine
- Serves as drink marker

Item #41040
Case Pack 12

NEW LOWER COST!

Wine Singles Display
Item #42040
Case Pack 1 display (40 pieces)

Tap and Seal Singles Display
Item #42010
Case Pack 1 display (40 pieces)
Item #25378 – Designated Drinker & It’s 2 O’clock Somewhere

Item #25354 – Wine Lover & On Cloud Wine

Item #25001 – Me Time & I Earned It

Display Box
Item #25100 – Sayings
Case Pack 1

Item #25002 – Champagne Stoppers
Case Pack 12

Item #25020 – GlassWhere
• Set of 6
Case Pack 12 sets

Customization Available.
Bottle Stoppers

Decorative Silicone Bottle Stoppers
Mix and Match
Case Pack 12 - Minimum of 4 per design

Item #32051A – Age to Perfection
Item #32051B – Because Adulting is Hard
Item #32051C – Cork It
Item #32051D – All I Need is Wine and My Dog
Item #32051E – Cheers
Item #32051F – It’s Five O’clock Somewhere
Item #32051G – It’s Wine Thirty
Item #32051H – Happy Camper
Item #32051J – Anchor
Item #32051K – Keep Calm and Drink Wine
Item #32051L – Life is Great at the Lake
Item #32051M – Wine Makes Me Awesome
Item #32051N – Wine a Little

Customization Available.
Minimum 48 pcs.

#32031 Two Pack in PE Box
Bachelorette Hand Bag
High Heel Stopper Set
Item #21755
Case Pack 6

Gemstone Wine Stopper
Item #21441A4 – Amethyst
Case Pack 6

Gemstone Wine Stopper
Item #21441A2 – Gold Quartz
Case Pack 6

Item #21725 – Happy Birthday
Music Box Wine Stopper
Case Pack 6

Pineapple Bottle Stopper
Item #21512
Case Pack 6

Rosé Wine Stopper
Item #21513
Case Pack 6

Beer Mug Opener/Stopper
Item #24466
Case Pack 4

Football Bottle Stopper
Item #22401
Case Pack 4

Sailboat Bottle Stopper
Item #22101
Case Pack 4
Bottle Stopper Plugs
Item #10755
Case Pack 60 in Display Jar

ID Ring Stopper
• 6 reusable wine glass ID markers fit onto the stopper for safe keeping.
Item #10760
Case Pack 12

Flip Top
• Bottle stopper and pourer in one.
Item #10011
Case Pack 24
Item #10500 – 2 Piece Corkscrew/Stopper Set
- Includes curved waiter’s corkscrew and chrome stopper.
- Packed in a window gift box.
Case Pack 6

Item #10510 – 2 Piece Boxed Corkscrew Set
- Includes wooden handle waiter’s corkscrew and chrome stopper with a wooden top.
- Stores in decorative matching wood grain finished box.
Case Pack 6

Item #10441 – 4 Piece Geometric Stopper Set with Wooden Stand
- Includes 4 uniquely styled chrome stoppers.
- Thick rubber seals make for a tight fit on various sizes of bottle tops, keeping the wine fresh.
Case Pack 6

Item #30800 – WineHorn
- Balances a full bottle of wine.
- Great conversation piece.
Case Pack 12

Item #10442 – 4 Piece Wine Set
- Wood handle waiter’s corkscrew has foil cutting knife built in.
- 2-Chrome bottle stoppers.
- Pourer with stopper
- Wooden stand
Case Pack 6

Item #10530 – 4 Piece Wine Set in Round Box
- Wood handle corkscrew with matching stopper and pourer/stopper combo.
- Chrome plated drip ring
- Unique round shaped wood grain box
Case Pack 4
Wine Charms

**Grape Shaped Glass Stopper and Charm Set**
- Decorative Glass Stopper
- 4 different color glass charms
*Item #24080*
Case Pack 3 sets

**Flip Flop Wine Charms**
- Set of 6
*Item #24050*
Case Pack 4

**Nautical Wine Charms**
- Set of 6
*Item #24063*
Case Pack 4

**Reversible Fingerprint Glass Markers**
- Set of 6
*Item #31196*
Case Pack 12 sets

**Wine Glass Writer**
- 3 colors
*Item #25200*
Case Pack 24

**Drink Stickers**
- Set of 8
- Reusable
Case Pack 12

*Item #32021 – Happy Hour  Item #32022 – Wine Lovers*
Aerators

Wine and Spirits Aerator
- Aerate a whole bottle, or just one glass
- Microbubble Tip creates tiny air bubbles for faster more efficient aeration
- Simple to use and easy to clean

Item #30600
Case Pack 6

Great Deal!

AeraWine Aerator
Item #30550
Case Pack 12

Chill Aerator
Item #22420
- Chiller, Aerator and Pourer
Case Pack 4
Wine Holders

**Circolet**
- Decorative Bottle Carrier
- Also serves as a Silicone Trivet or Candle Holder

**Diamond Wine Bottle Holder**
Case Pack 2

Item #21909 – Rose Gold
Item #21908 – Gold

**Circolet**
- Decorative Bottle Carrier
- Also serves as a Silicone Trivet or Candle Holder

**Case Pack 6**

Item #29401 – Blue
Item #29402 – Green
Item #29403 – Pink
Item #29404 – Red
High Heel Collection

High Heel Bottle Holders
A perfect way to add class to a party!

Item #29404 – Red

Item #21221 – Red Sequins

Item #21209 – Silver

Item #21300G – Gold

Item #21300B – Black

Item #21310 – Black Velvet

Item #21300Z – Zebra

Item #21300L – Leopard

Item #21639 – Rainbow Glitter

Item #21822 – White Marble

Case Pack 2

New Designs
Match New Clutches
Wine Hook
Wine Glass Holder that easily attaches to the arm of most chairs

Case Pack 10

Item #23800 – Black
Item #23810 – Pink

Party Plates
Set of 4 durable and reusable colorful plates

Keep one hand free while the other holds a plate of appetizers and a glass of wine.

Item #10740
Set of 4
Case Pack 12 sets
Insulated Wine Carriers

Portable Wine Carrier
- Keeps Wine at the right temperature for hours.
- Two cups attach to the bottle eliminating the need to pack others!
- 750 ml – Holds a whole bottle of wine.

Wine Traveler with Cup
Item #21733 – I Love Wine Case Pack 4

Item #21776 – Silver & Silver Glitter
Item #21304 – Gold & Gold Glitter
Item #21443 – White & Gold Glitter
Chillers & Coolers

Wine Bar Bottle Chiller
• Keeps your white wine perfectly chilled and helps bring red wine to proper temperature. Just place it in the freezer for a couple of hours and then insert it into the top of the bottle.

Item #30195
Case Pack 8 (4 Assorted Colors)

Vacu Vin Wine Coolers
• Chills bottles quickly and keeps them cold.
Case Pack 12

Active Wine Cooler – Silver 2 Pack
Item #36200
Case Pack 12

Vino Shield
Item #22410
Case Pack 6

A Safe and Secure way to transport wine anywhere.

Individual WineSkin
Item #30300
Case Pack 12

WineSkin 2 Pack
Item #30310
Case Pack 12
Preservation

Vacu Vin Wine Saver
- White with 1 stopper on Blister card
Item #36010 Case Pack 6

Vacu Vin Wine Saver
- Black with 2 stoppers in Gift Box
Item #36020 Case Pack 6

Vacu Vin Wine Stoppers
Item #36040 (Set of 2) Case Pack 12

Private Preserve
Item #25300 Case Pack 12

Vacu Vin Snap Thermometer
- Wraps around the bottle measuring the perfect temperature.
Item #36140 Case Pack 12

Deluxe Vacuum Pump
Item #10770
- Includes 2 Stoppers Case Pack 12

Push Button Replacement Stoppers for Deluxe Vacuum Pump
Item #10720 (Set of 2) Case Pack 12

Private Preserve is a simple way to slow the natural aging process and keep wines fresher longer. Air flows into a bottle when you pop the cork. Simply reinserting the cork will prevent a continuous flow of oxygen from entering the bottle and thus slow the oxidation of the contents. But the oxygen already inside will be enough to age the contents unless you spray in some Private Preserve.
Corkscrews

Lightweight Waiter’s Corkscrew
• Hinged design makes opening bottles quick and easy.
Item #10090
Case Pack 12

Double Lever Waiter’s Corkscrew
• Dual levers and soft grip makes opening bottles swift, yet simple.
Item #10120
Case Pack 12

Comfort Grip Waiter’s Corkscrew
• Large rubberized grip with Teflon coated worm means effortless openings.
Item #10360
Case Pack 12

Ergo Curved Waiter’s Corkscrew
• Curved handle and Teflon coated worm allows easy and comfortable removal of corks.
Item #10100
Case Pack 12

Winged Corkscrew
• The famous Winged Corkscrew design is a must for any bar.
Item #10130
Case Pack 12

Double Hinged Waiter’s Corkscrew
• Slim-line, equipped with the favorite double hinge design.
Item #10250
Case Pack 12

Double Hinged with Screw Cap Grip Corkscrew
• Double hinge design lever for easy removal of corks, also has a screw cap grip for those tough to open twist offs.
Item #10370
Case Pack 12

Cork Puller
• For a clean removal, preserving the cork.
Item #10380
Case Pack 12

Wood Handle Waiter’s Corkscrew
• Stylish corkscrew with hinged design easily opens wine bottles.
Item #10110
Case Pack 12

Call Us: 847.245.8801 ♦ Fax Us: 224.788.9402 ♦ Visit Us: HappyHour5pm.com
Double Action Waiter’s Corkscrew
• Our Award Winning Corkscrew has a 2-step system that improves leverage and makes cork removal smoother and easier
Item #10280
Case Pack 12

Wine Press Battery Powered Wine Opener
• Opens Wine Bottles with a push of a button
• Includes a Foil Cutter
Item #10880
Case Pack 6

Easy Pop Wine Opener
• Removes corks with simple air pressure
Item #10840
Case Pack 12

Lever Corkscrew
• Lever-action corkscrew removes corks in one easy motion
• Pull the handle down to insert the spiral in the cork and upwards to extract
Item #36505
Case Pack 6

Cork Popper Gas Powered Opener
• A push of the button pops the cork out in an instant.
Item #10320
Case Pack 6

CO 2 (Gas) Replacement Cartridges – 2 pack
• Refills for the Cork Popper.
Item #10330
Case Pack 12

Pocket Corkscrew
• Convenient 2 piece design, easy to use.
Item #10390
Case Pack 12

Gulliver Waiter’s Corkscrew
• Made in Italy
Item #22010
Case Pack 24 – assorted colors

Vinnie Corkscrew
• Unique Wine Bottle Shape
• Made in Italy
Item #22030
Case Pack 24 – assorted colors

Easy Pull Corkscrew
• Simply twist the cork out of the bottle
Item #10140
Case Pack 12
Accessories

Wine Pourer
- No dripping, no splashing
Item #10050
Case Pack 12

No Drip Pourer Disk
- Set of 3
Item #10540
Case Pack 24

Wine Glass Tags
- Always know which glass is yours
- Contains 25 pieces
Item #10160
Case Pack 12

Bottle Tags
- Organizes wine bottles in the cellar.
- Contains 50 tags.
Item #10150
Case Pack 12

Crysta{l Wine Server
- Set of 2
Item #36120
Case Pack 24

Drip Rings
- Set of 2
Item #36595
Case Pack 6

Push Button Foil Cutter
- Squeeze and spin around the top of the bottle to make a clean cut
Item #10060
Case Pack 12

4 Wheel Foil Cutter
- Quickly and effortlessly removes foil
Item #10075
Case Pack 12
Stemware Rack
- Use to dry wine glasses to a spot free finish.
- Also use for counter-top storage.
The #10890
Case Pack 6

Picnic Sticks Set
- 2 wine glass stakes and a bottle holder stake
- Perfect to use at picnics, concerts, parks and the beach.
The #10870
Case Pack 6

Acrylic Wine Bucket
- Fits large format bottles.
- Convenient side handles for easy carrying.
The #10550
Case Pack 6

Decanter Dryer
- Safely dries wine decanters, bottles, flasks and more...
The #10860
Case Pack 6

Cork Lifter
- Extracting claws grab those pesky corks that slip into the bottle.
The #10590
Case Pack 12

Long Decanter Brush
The #10560
Case Pack 12

Glass Brush
The #10580
Case Pack 12
Bar Accessories

Champagne Stopper
• Chrome plated stopper saves the bubbles for another day
Item #10490
Case Pack 12

Champagne Opener
• 4-pronged design loosens cork with a simple twisting motion
Item #36615
Case Pack 6

Bottle Stopper Set
• 2 piece set gives airtight seal
Item #10030
Case Pack 12 sets

2 Sided Jigger
• Stainless steel with 1.75 and .75 fluid ounce cones.
Item #10660
Case Pack 12

Bar Strainer
• Keeps ice in the mixer, not the glass.
Item #10690
Case Pack 12

Wooden Muddler
• All wood design, 8” long.
Item #20080
Case Pack 12

Ice Tongs
• Chrome plated.
Item #10670
Case Pack 12

Bar Spoon
• Long handle makes stirring clean and easy.
Item #10680
Case Pack 12

Measured Pourer
• 1 ounce pour
Item #20520
Case Pack 4
Plastic Champagne Glass
- Pack of 3
Item #24229
Case Pack 24

Plastic Wine Glass
- Pack of 3
Item #24230
Case Pack 24

Shot Glass
- Pack of 20
Item #24207
Case Pack 36

Cutting Board with Knife
Item #25046
Case Pack 24

4 Piece Pourer Set
- Easy flow pourers with caps.
Item #10730
Case Pack 12

Umbrella Pix
- Don’t wait for a rainy day to dress up your drinks.
Item #10600
Case Pack 12

Frill Pix
- Garnish your appetizers or drinks.
Item #10610
Case Pack 12

Sword Pix
- En Garde! Keep those garnishes in place.
Item #10620
Case Pack 12

Super Pix
- Perfect for the 3 olive martini
Item #10640
Case Pack 12

Cocktail Straws
- Sip or stir your favorite beverage.
Item #10630
Case Pack 12

Cocktail Stirrers
- Mix them up!
Item #10650
Case Pack 12
High Heel Bottle Openers
From the Fashion Collection - This trendy bottle opener shaped as a High Heel Shoe opens any bottle cap with ease.
Case Pack 6

Item #21608 – Gold Glitter
Item #21609 – Silver Glitter
Item #21621 – Red Glitter

Item #21604 – Zebra
Item #21605 – Leopard

Silicone Grip Bottle Opener
Item #36655
Case Pack 6

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Silicone Grip Bottle Opener
Item #36655
Case Pack 6

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Caliber Bottle Opener
Item #31014
Case Pack 12

Bottle and Can Opener with Wood Handle
• Heavy duty opener, a must for any bar
Item #10080
Case Pack 12

Church Key Opener
Item #10088
Case Pack 24

50 Cali
Beer Accessories

Oktoberfest Bottle Topper
• Set of 4
• One for Everyone
Item #31085
Case Pack 12

Handwarmer Koozie
Item #30449
Case Pack 8 assorted

Beer Mug String Lights
Item #70170
Case Pack 6

Bottle Cap Keeper Cube
Item #30337
Case Pack 4 Assorted

Lower Price!

Auto-Bomb Beer Stein
Item #31072
Case Pack 6
Whiskey Accessories

Whiskey Stones
• Set of 9 stones
• Velvet Storage Pouch
Item #10777
Case Pack 12

Rolling Whiskey Glasses
• Set of 2
Item #31168
Case Pack 6

Whiskey Business Glass Set
• Includes Glass and Silicone Ice Mold
Item #21873
Case Pack 4

Melted Whiskey Glasses
• Set of 2
Item #31137
Case Pack 6

Silicone Ice Molds
• Makes 2 Giant Ice Balls
Item #20510
Case Pack 6
**OMG Shot Glasses**
- Great conversation starters!
- Set of 4

Item #21531
Case Pack 4 sets

**RX Shot Glasses**
- Just the right prescription!
- Set of 4

Item #21814
Case Pack 4 sets

**Party Shots**
Item # 31120
Case Pack 12

**Ice Shots**
- What could be cooler than serving shots in a glass made from ice?
- Each set comes with molds for 12 ice glasses and a serving tray.

Item #31004
Case Pack 12 sets

**Mason Jar Shot Glass**
- Nothing better to use for sipping your Moonshine!
- Set of 4

Item # 31021
Case Pack 12 sets

**Shot Glass 1.75 oz**
Item #05114
Case Pack 12

**Scoring Levels Shot Glass**
- Set of 4

Case Pack 4 sets

**Score Shots**
- Football

Item #30179
Case Pack 12 sets

**Score Shots**
- Baseball

Item #30188
Case Pack 12 sets
Flasks

Stainless Steel Flask with 2 tone brown Leather, 8 oz.
Item #10950
Case Pack 6

Stainless Steel Flask with 2 tone tan Leather, 8 oz.
Item #10940
Case Pack 6

Stainless Steel Flask with Brown Panels, 8 oz.
Item #10960
Case Pack 6

Stainless Steel Flask Wrapped in Black, 8 oz.
Item #10920
Case Pack 6

Stainless Steel Flask – Mirror Finish, 8 oz.
Item #10900
Case Pack 6

Solid Copper Moscow Mule Mug
Item #22400
Case Pack 4

Moscow Mule Mug
Item #10253
Case Pack 4
Flexible Flasks
This product is UNIQUE!
- Features: Foldable, Reusable, Durable, Compact, Collapsible, Lightweight, Completely Undetectable, no metal parts.
- Flask Capacity: Holds 7.5 fl. oz. – stands on its own when filled.
- Ideal for travel, dining out, picnics, camping, tailgate parties and much more!

**Wine on the Go**
- Holds a full bottle of wine.
- Preserves Wine extending the life for days.
- Great for use when glass bottles are not allowed.

*Item #10970*  
Case Pack 12

**Chill n Go Ice Pack Flask**
- Fill and Chill

*Item #15730*  
Case Pack 12

**Sunscreen Flasks**
- Disguise your beverage

*Item #10989*  
Case Pack 12

**Cocktail Shaker**
- 3 piece stainless steel shaker
- 16 ounce capacity

*Item #10700*  
Case Pack 6

**4 Piece Cocktail Set**
- Includes all the needed tools for a successful cocktail party – 3 Piece Cocktail Shaker, Jigger, Muddler and Citrus Juicer

*Item #10710*  
Case Pack 6
Gift Bags

Decorative Paper Gift Bags
• Great for any Occasion, most include gift card
• All are oversized to fit up to 1.5 liter bottles

New designs are added frequently. Check with Happy Hour for availability.
Case Pack 12

10180M Red and Black Glasses
10180N Toasted
10180P Plaid
10180Q Sunset
10180R Diva
10180S Choices
10180T Vineyard
10180U Corkscrews
10180AA A Gift For You
10180BB Wine Splash

New designs are added frequently. Check with Happy Hour for availability.
Decorative Paper Gift Bags
- Great for any Occasion, most include gift card
- All are oversized to fit up to 1.5 liter bottles

New designs are added frequently. Check with Happy Hour for availability.
New designs are added frequently. Check with Happy Hour for availability.
Holiday Paper Gift Bags

- Great for any Occasion, includes gift card
- All are oversized to fit up to 1.5 liter bottles

Case Pack 12

10181A Holiday Lights
10181B Santa’s Sled
10181C Santa’s Hat
10181D Mistletoe
10181E Wreath
10180F Frosty
10181G Wine Christmas
10180WW Candy Canes
10180XX Santa
10180YY Snowman
10180ZZ Ornaments
Nightlights

Select from our gallery of images or personalize with photographs or images that you provide. Unique item for your store.

New Lower Price!

Case Pack 6

- Item #35001 – Red grape Cluster
- Item #35002 – Barrel Bottle Glass
- Item #35003 – Corks
- Item #35004 – Barrels
- Item #35005 – Green Grape Cluster
- Item #35006 – Wine Glasses
- Item #35007 – Vineyard
- Item #35008 – Red Grape Vine

CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE.